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Short Definition of Economic Resilience for Frederick
Economic resilience for The City of Frederick describes the collective ability of its residents,
workforce, businesses, community organizations, and City administration to withstand adversity
and to thrive in a sustainable manner regardless of circumstances. This requires that Frederick
consistently maintains a diversity of opportunities for employment, affordable living, and social
engagement among its various community stakeholders. Employers, government, and other
community leaders bear the responsibility of fostering an environment in which individual
community members thrive and transition smoothly in the face of adversity. The community will
experience expected or unexpected local, regional, and national changes, natural disasters, or
social issues from time to time that may put pressure on City finances, infrastructure, access to
affordable living, employment, and create other social dilemmas. Long-term resilience requires
constant attention to the dynamic nature of adversity: today’s strengths can become tomorrow’s
threats with complacency, likewise, today’s weaknesses can become opportunities to develop
new future strengths with vision. These situations are ever-changing, and as with any ecosystem,
it is not necessarily the fastest or strongest entities that persist, but those that can adapt the best to
any circumstance. The City of Frederick should prepare for contingencies, make itself
economically valuable to the wider region, and maintain a high quality of life for its residents
and visitors.
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Recommendations
Following are the principal Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats that our team felt
were the most significant, along with our recommendations for action to the Mayor and Board of
Aldermen.

Strengths
A.) Near Washington/Baltimore Region
B.) Vibrant community – arts/history/culture/festivals/events/a highly desirable main street
downtown
C.) Named one of the top 50 places to live

Mr. Mayor, you should exploit our perceived Strengths by taking the
following actions:
A.) Near Washington/Baltimore Region
1.) Market events, business opportunities, tourism, craft beverages concentration in our
region, size (which is an approachable, comfortable scale), open space for residents
and business in metro area to enjoy
2.) Market our features to visitors of Baltimore / Washington (Hallowed Ground). In
addition to seeing the wonderful sites of our major metro areas, we have additional
opportunities while they are in the area
3.) “Stay here – visit there” for tourism – affordability and tourism variety available
4.) “Live here - visit there” making Frederick very desirable place to live with urban
areas close by
5.) “America in miniature”
6.) Business can service customers in metro area but retain quality of life and employee
satisfaction
7.) Emphasize the I-270/I-70 tech triangle and co-promote with state ECDC
B.) Vibrant community
1.) Continue to emphasize arts, entertainment, culture, festivals and events throughout
the community
2.) Quality of life facilities
3.) Foster and support citizen-lead initiatives for events - our history of active
volunteerism
4.) While pursuing new initiatives don’t forget core activities and areas (particularly
downtown)
5.) Fostering engaged citizenry for continuous renewal
C.) Named one of the top 50 places to live
1.) Market our top 50 status
2.) Why are we in the Top 50? Exploit those factors cited in our selection
3.) Global marketing of ourselves to international businesses, relocation specialists
4.) Maintain focus on diversity for economic resilience
a. Look beyond what caused us to be highly ranked
b. Continue to renew and maintain our high desirability
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Weaknesses
A.) Legacy costs – pensions, debt obligations, Other Post-Employment Benefit (OPEB)
obligations
B.) High dependency on government employment and Ft. Detrick
C.) Affordable workforce housing

Mr. Mayor, you should minimize our perceived Weaknesses by taking the
following steps:
A.) Legacy costs – pensions, obligations, OPEB
1.) We should maintain our high bond credit by continuing to emphasize excellence in
budgetary and spending policies including addressing legacy cost funding
2.) Continue to be a desirable employer without incurring additional legacy costs
3.) Fund extra when economic conditions permit
B.) High dependency on government employment and Ft. Detrick
1.) Continue to emphasize economic development to grow private sector employment
and increasing industry and employment diversity. Support activities that encourage
private investment in Frederick City
2.) Maintain positive relationship with all government employers to insure continued
employment in the city.
3.) Maintain excellent relationship (red and blue, liberal or conservative) with Federal
and State delegations who influence government employment.
4.) You should make us (the activities at Ft. Detrick and our supportive relationship) so
crucial it would be very hard for Federal agencies to leave Ft. Detrick
5.) Participate fully in the 2018 Frederick County GO Strategy – Economic Development
Growth Opportunities
C.) Affordable workforce housing
1.) MPDU – Moderately priced dwelling units, also ALICE (Asset Limited, Income
Constrained, Employed) Study
2.) Diverse workforce needs/diverse housing needs
3.) We should ensure we are pursuing available Federal and State assistance to support
affordable housing.

Opportunities
A.) Hotel and meeting space related investment in East Frederick City
B.) Industry concentration in emerging areas with high potential income – biomed and cyber
research and innovation. Exploit proximity of Ft. Detrick and government sponsored
research
A college town – Hood College, FCC, Mount St. Mary’s University, CREST and partnerships
with Johns Hopkins and University of Maryland.

Mr. Mayor, you should pursue these perceived Opportunities by taking the
following steps:
A.) Hotel and meeting space related investment in East Frederick City
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1.) We should participate in building the public infrastructure for the hotel as the
economic impact is estimated at $25 million annually – the return on investment for
the community is high.
2.) Construct key public infrastructure to support the facility.
B.) Industry concentration in emerging areas with high potential income – biomed and
cyber research and innovation. Exploit proximity of Ft. Detrick and government
sponsored research
1.) Surround Ft. Detrick with a biotech/cyber culture/environment (business park) that
both feeds and exploits the core resource
2.) Ensure educational institutions are aligned
3.) Nurture our relationships to the people (all family members and dependents) at Ft.
Detrick so they want to stay / come back to live in Frederick after their service
4.) Continue to emphasize mutual aid agreements
C.) A college town
1.) Encourage the vitality of our colleges to support a diverse workforce and industry and
a vibrant community
2.) Foster student’s connection to the City - for example: Welcome packetsthat
emphasize our desirability as a place to live and work after graduation

Threats
A.) Economic Dependency on Ft. Detrick
B.) Traffic/Transportation
C.) Cost of Housing

Mr. Mayor, you should mitigate the perceived threats to our economic
resilience by taking these steps:
A.) Economic Dependency on Ft. Detrick
1.) See opportunities
2.) Make Frederick indispensable to the missions at Ft. Detrick through workforce
development, infrastructure development, and strong public support.
3.) Maintain good financial and budget practices at the City to be prepared for possible
downsizing of operations including BRAC, sequestration, and government
shutdowns.
4.) Stay involved with each of the 5 Federal cabinet level agencies and principal missions
that have a presence at Ft. Detrick
B.) Traffic/Transportation
1.) Maximize our share of state money / taxes
2.) Continue transportation alternatives
3.) Participate actively in regional transport initiatives
C.) Cost of Housing
See weaknesses
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In times of trouble, when our collective mettle is tested, a strong trust relationship between the
City government and the governed will be a significant factor in the ability to pick ourselves up
and strive forward.
Effective communication using scorecards that demonstrate our progress toward the
recommended actions above, communicated in language and methods that laypersons can
understand, will help build that long-term trust relationship.
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The Economic Resilience Workgroup Team
Name
Edmond B. (Ted)
Gregory, work
group Chairman

Position
Principal
LSWG, CPA’s

Experience/Qualifications

Nick Tressler

formerly with Astra
Zeneca
Former CFO
TransTech
Retired

financial management professional

Gary Moore
Doug Browning
John Daniels
Helen Maleady
Bruce Reeder
Thorsten Weiss
Ryan Safner
Dawn Ashbacher

Government,
Sustainability
CFO NASW-ASI
CFO Rice Tire
CFO STULZ USA
Hood College
Resident

Former independent auditor for Frederick City,
Frederick County, FCC and Brunswick
Practicing CPA and Business Appraiser

financial management professional
Former chief administrative officer for Frederick
County, past acting president of FCC, former
Comptroller of Frederick County
Budget/Finance
financial management professional
financial management professional
financial management professional
Ph. D. Visiting Professor of Economics
Local government experience

City of Frederick Staff participating with the Team
Richard Griffin
Director of Economic Development
Rick Johnson
Airport Manager
Katie Barkdoll
Director of Budget and Purchasing
Jenny Willoughby Sustainability Manager
Karen Paulson
Director of Human Resources
Patti Mullins
Public Information Coordinator
Gerry Kolbfleisch Director of Finance
Mary Ford-Naill
Economic Development Manager
We met at City Hall for 1.5 to 2.0 hour sessions on February 7, 2018; March 12, 2018; April 30,
2018; May 29, 2018; June 12, 2018 and June 25, 2018, in addition to the supplemental meetings
of the sub-groups described below.
During our work, our team broke into four sub-groups to increase our concentration on certain
study elements as follows:





Revenue + Debt + Reserves + Legacy Costs - Doug Browning, along with Karen,
Katie, Gerry
Infrastructure - Helen Maleady, along with John, Richard, Jenny, Rick
Governance – Transparence/Literacy – Gary Moore, along with Ryan, Dawn
Private Economy - Nick Tressler, along with Bruce, Thorsten, Richard
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Our Charge
Given a blank canvas by the Mayor, our Team was charged with considering “Economic
Resilience” and what it means to our City and our citizens. The Mayor’s approach gave our team
the freedom to research the meaning of “Economic resilience” and wide-ranging opportunities to
consider where our study and final report might go.
Initial guidance
Method - Strengths, Opportunities, Aspirations, and Results (SOAR) evaluation, which
will focus on assessing the City’s current capabilities and create the framework for a
future City Strategic Plan. When conducting a SOAR analysis, the basic questions to be
answered are:
 What are our greatest strengths?
 What are our best opportunities?
 What is our preferred future?
 What are the measurable results that will tell us we’ve achieved that vision of the
future?
Areas of Focus: Financial Stability and Responsibility, Budget
Primary Departments: Finance, Purchasing, Economic Development, Airport,
Sustainability
The Mayor provided some additional guidance when he responded to two of our queries:


What does “Economic Resilience” mean for the City of Frederick
Mayor: Economic Resilience to me is how we build a city government, with the
appropriate staffing infrastructure and budget to provide consistent, predictable, and high
quality service delivery to the varied residential, business, non-profit, and government
needs of our community. We need budget, finance, and economic development policies
and practices that are outcome focused and sustainable.



Clarify the city’s principal missions
Mayor: The City of Frederick provides 1st class public services, that are both cost
effective and efficient, in a customer driven way. It offers a high quality of life to its
diverse neighborhoods and citizenry. And it provides a business climate that ensures it
remains a thriving place to live, work, and play.

We followed these public meeting rules
Manner - The committee will operate in accordance with the Maryland Public
Information Act. Its meetings and deliverables will occur timely and in a manner that is
user friendly, enhances community engagement and diversity of thought, and is problem
solving. Administrative support for the Committee will be provided by the appropriate
City staff/agency. Meetings will be held as needed.
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What we studied and the background material we considered
We asked City staff to provide material on some of the following data points to aid us in our
research:
 CAFR
 Bond rating submission
 Bond rating review or response
 Study on OPEB
 Study on pension funding
 Hargett Farm debt status
 Airport debt status
 All other debt summary
 Benchmarks between Frederick and similar cities
 Any tax studies showing correlation between our tax structure and regional/local
economy
 Any study or report that dealt with the economic impact of the Great Recession on
Frederick City’s gross receipts
The City of Frederick’s existing Document Center, open to any citizen, provided a wealth of data
for our team to review:
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Several documents were very significant in our team’s study of the topic including:
 Bond rating agency reviews
 CAFR’s – the City’s Comprehensive Annual Financial Report with a wealth of data
about the City’s financial performance and health
City staff also placed a substantial amount of less widely available reports and studies in a
temporary document center site for our access and review (no longer available), including:
 Actuarial reports
 Pension funding studies
 OPEB funding studies
 Debt service schedules
 Employee turnover and separation rates
 Economic Development Overview Briefing New Administration
 Fort Monmouth BRAC
 FTE Schedule from FY18 Budget
With his wide-ranging experience in several local governments and local institutions, Doug
Browning brought forth a PowerPoint presentation from the Maryland Municipal League:
Building a Financially Resilient Municipality 6-29-15 and shared his experience in the recent
County Executive transition process.
Dawn Ashbacher learned of our efforts and guided us to the work on this topic that is taking
place on a global scale, in particular the following:
Take special note of the Rockefeller Foundation website http://www.100resilientcities.org/resources/
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Brainstorming the meaning of Economic Resilience
Resilient – recovering readily from adversity, depression or the like, American English
Dictionary
100RC defines urban resilience as “the capacity of individuals, communities, institutions,
businesses, and systems within a city to survive, adapt, and grow no matter what kinds of chronic
stresses and acute shocks they experience.” http://www.100resilientcities.org/resources/
Rockefeller Foundation
Throughout, the team determined that diversity increases resilience. Diversity meant many things
to the group and the sense was that our City can withstand economic and other shocks if there is
a mix of people, occupations, business types and sizes, housing types, sizes and affordability,
transportation means, and as many other facets of human and natural life as one can think.
Investment theory has shown that investment diversity creates a portfolio effect in which the
total investment return is greater over a long period through a blend of asset types.
One type of business strategy is “concentration”, in which one excels with a specific technology,
customer type, industry, etc. But with high reward comes high risk. So, while an economic
development strategy concentrated in specific industries may have a high return, it also exposes
the City to greater risk from lack of diversity in multiple industries.

Ted’s interpretation of the committee’s work that follows below
City’s own workforce



Business and Industry
diversity





Revenue category
diversity
Growth and
Competitiveness






Demographic diversity






Community culture



Agile; City personnel ready for unknown shocks; cross-trained
and adaptive
Nurture relationship with Ft. Detrick
Simultaneously seek to diversify away from dependency on Ft.
Detrick and directly related businesses
Invest in active business and industry development to achieve
diversity goals and to continue job growth in the City
Diversify the revenue streams that the City relies upon
Continued growth of businesses is repeated many times
Competing with other jurisdictions to attract economic activity
to assure that growth
Having a competitive cost structure so that this is a desirable
location for businesses and individuals
Working vs Legacy funding (i.e. debt service, OPEB, Pensions)
Housing types, costs diversity
Knowledges, Skills, Abilities and Personal characteristics –
diverse SKAPS in our population
Fragile populations are considered – disadvantaged and
developmentally challenged
Excellence in governance
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Ted’s interpretation of the committee’s work that follows below

A deep well
Infrastructure meeting
community needs and
anticipating growth
Priorities














Transparent and easily understood financial reports
Scorecards that citizens understand
Early warning
Costs are born fairly
Integrated into the broader region
Financial reserves
Unused debt capacity
Water, Sewer, Stormwater
Roads, Bridges, Parking
Schools, Parks and recreation
Medical and emergency services
Adaptive service structure with prioritization of services and
service levels because of unanticipated revenue and resource
shocks

Following are the raw, uninterpreted responses from all respondents on the meaning of
Economic Resilience. These thoughts also drove the development of the Word Cloud presented
on the cover of our report.
Committee Responses
Homework
task
As written
Meaning
Leveraging of technology and cross training of
employees to create agility and flexibility for
disruptions
Meaning
Diversification of businesses located in the City to
reduce dependencies from Federal Government (Ft.
Detrick) and directly connected businesses
Meaning
Diversity in business
Meaning
Meaning

Meaning
Meaning
Meaning

Team
Ted’s
mate
categorization
Thorsten Agile
workforce
Thorsten Business
diverse

Jenny W Business
diverse
Diverse Industries
Bruce
Business
diverse
Diversification - A measurement of the different types Nick
Business
of businesses, industries and sources of revenue to fund
revenue
the Government and the ability to weather various
diversity
types of economic downturns
A system that provides for steady and serviceable
Gary
Business unit
business growth
growth
Competitiveness - to retain and attract economic
Nick
Competitive
activity in the City
Ability to withstand negative changes in market
Ryan
Definition
conditions that affect large numbers of Frederick
residents; e.g. national or regional macroeconomic
recessions, closing a major business inside or outside
Frederick (for residents who commute), closing or
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Committee Responses
Homework
task
Meaning

Meaning
Meaning
Meaning
Meaning

Meaning
Meaning
Meaning

Meaning

Meaning
Meaning
Meaning

As written
reducing aspects of Ft. Detrick, fall in regional housing
prices, etc.
The ability of the city to recover from external shocks
i.e. loss of significant employer, downturns in the
economy, known and unknown environmental factors,
or internal policy that creates vulnerabilities
Able to survive, adapt, and grow the economy with
both the short-term and long-term in mind no matter
what chronic stresses and acute shocks experienced
Resilience means not giving up after adversity. It
means continuing on, evolving, keeping going and
coming back.
Diverse Housing
Ensure a critical mass of (diverse) economic
opportunities such that not all "eggs are in one basket"
(ability to pivot the focus/branding of the City’s unique
benefits and opportunities to attract a wide variety of
investment and types of new businesses, lower the
costs of moving or opening up/expanding businesses
and other organizations to Frederick,
skills/retraining/incentives/study groups for
residents/employees to transition across different
jobs/industries)
A system that maintains and enhances services to its
residents as well as its corporate citizens
Good governance in which the public, private, and
civic sectors work together for a common vision
Unused debt capacity that is available to be used to
take advantage of unique economic opportunities or in
the event of catastrophic events requiring restoration or
expansion of infrastructure
Transparent and easy to understand City Financials
with early warning mechanisms (e.g. tax revenues are
lower than budgeted) and predictive capabilities (e.g.
to quantify impact of rising interest rates for City
expenses)
Hiring/Maintaining Employees
Affordable housing
Ability to support and sustain future growth (and
therefore generate future revenue) given current
development parameters and standards (i.e. roads,
water & sewer, schools, parks, emergency services,
etc.)
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Team
mate

Ted’s
categorization

John D

Definition

Dawn

Definition

Helen

Definition

Bruce

Diverse
Housing
Economic
diversity

Ryan

Gary
Dawn
Doug B

Enhanced
services
Excellence in
governance
Financial
capacity

Thorsten Financial
scorecard with
monitoring
Bruce

Hiring/Maintai
ning
Employees
Jenny W Housing
Doug B Infrastructure

Committee Responses
Homework
task
As written
Meaning
Plans to attract new residents and visitors, calculation
of anticipated costs and descriptions of sources of
financing
Meaning
Integration with the regional and global economy and
ability to attract investment
Meaning
City/Counties/States Partnerships

Team
Ted’s
mate
categorization
Helen M Infrastructure

Meaning

Nick

Meaning

Meaning

Meaning
Meaning
Meaning

Meaning

Meaning
Meaning
Meaning
Meaning
Meaning

Adjacency - The cluster of City, County, and State
economies and relevance to the City.
Frederick’s ability for its employees and residents to
sustain a high quality of life over the long-term despite
various internal and external shocks that will stress the
City and its resources
Costs of infrastructure and citizen services must be
sustainable through various revenue streams.
Resilience would dictate revenue maintenance plans,
growth plans and reserve plans for dips in revenue
streams due to anticipated and unforeseen downturns
Contingency plans and redundancy
Public service offering which is clearly defined and
graded from essential to non-essential to allow scaling
services back, if needed
Weathering changes and planning change for the
betterment of the citizens of Frederick. It must include
resources for the disadvantaged and developmentally
challenged
Working vs. Legacy Funding - The ratio of how much
of the City's funds are put towards current and future
needs (i.e. Police and Capital Improvements) vs. legacy
"non-working" expenses such as debt servicing and
pension costs of retirees.
With limited resources the ability to meet the safety
needs of City residents without imposing additional
higher taxes
Redundancy in Telecommunications
Maintain contingency plans and funds for unforeseen
events
Building of financial reserves
Sufficient financial reserves to allow for continued
provision of required and needed services during
periods of economic downturn until additional
resources can be identified
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Dawn
Bruce

Ryan

Integrate with
region
Integrate with
region
Integrate with
region
Maintain
quality of life
through shocks

Helen M Maintain
services

Dawn

Maintain
services
Thorsten Maintain
services
Helen M Must include
disadvantaged
populations
Nick

Pension and
OPEB

Doug B

Prioritize
safety within
tax base
Redundancy in
Telecommunic
ations
Reserves

Bruce
Gary

Thorsten Reserves
Doug B Reserves

Committee Responses
Homework
task
As written
Meaning
Flexibility - as measured by the overall health of the
ability of the City to tap reserves or borrow money at
the best interest rates.
Meaning
A system that provides for steady and serviceable
residential growth
Meaning
As much diversification of various categories of
activities providing revenue to Frederick
Meaning
Diverse, sustainable revenue streams to ensure the
availability of funding
Meaning
Having a system that provides a sustainable and
growing revenue stream
Meaning
A city budget that allows for limited expansion of
services in times of economic distress
Meaning
Transportation
Meaning
Being able to sustain and improve assets and
concurrent values attractive to residents and visitors
alike. It must provide revenue that exceeds costs of
services and allows continued development of said
assets
Meaning
Ability to maintain access to/quality of critical
resources relied upon by the city and its residents for
residential, agricultural, industrial, or governmental
uses, e.g. water, power, land, infrastructure,
transportation
Meaning
The ability of our current water resources capacity to
support future population growth through a changing
climate. The Interstate Commission on the Potomac
River Basin has been working on a Basin-Wide
Comprehensive Plan for water resources, as well as
their 2015 Water Supply Reliability Study through
2040 (they release this every 5 years) and the 2010
version that includes potential impacts of climate
change.
Meaning
Addressing the significant economic value of urban
forests to our businesses, air and water quality, and
energy savings
Meaning
Ability to withstand adverse changes in external
political climates (e.g. Washington and Annapolis) that
affect key resources relied on in Frederick (e.g. Fort
Detrick, access to state and federal funding or grants)
Meaning
Ability to respond to natural disasters or large acute
stresses on infrastructure, both small high-frequency
events (e.g. snow impacting travel), peak demand times
for major roadways, and (at least contingency plans
for) large highly-improbable events (e.g. the "100-year
flood”)
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Team
mate
Nick

Ted’s
categorization
Reserves and
financial
capacity
Gary
Residential
unit growth
Helen M Revenue
diversity
Dawn
Revenue
diversity
Gary
Revenue
growth
Doug B Scalable
budget
Jenny W Services
Helen M Sustain and
develop asset
values
Ryan

Sustain critical
resources

Jenny W Sustain critical
resources

Jenny W Sustain critical
resources
Ryan

Ryan

Withstand
adverse
political
changes
Withstand
natural
disasters

SWOT Analysis of the City of Frederick
From Wikipedia:

While the popular SOAR approach was suggested, it turned out that our team is heavily weighted
in persons with a business/financial background. Considering the issues of economic resilience,
we chose to go with business thinking and the more commonly used SWOT approach to
brainstorming the foundations of a business plan or action recommendations.

After first brainstorming on possible SWOT statements, we used a voting technique to narrow
our focus to a manageable number of topics and those that are most significant to our City. The
voting worksheets follow on the following pages:
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Generally, Threats are external
forces that are outside the City’s
control. In this case, we have
identified the cost of
housing/workforce housing as both
a City weakness and a threat to our
resilience. As some of our
workforce is priced out of living in
Frederick City, it threatens the
vitality of some of our employers
and therefore our City and citizens
economic diversity and vitality
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What we didn’t get to and parting thoughts
We believe infrastructure issues are looming large for all cities, including ours.
o Stormwater management has been top of mind after our record setting rain;
o Sewage treatment and management and meeting the mandated water quality requirements;
o Roads and bridges;
We would have liked to spend more time on these issues, even though they aren’t immediately
proximate to the topic of Economic Resilience.
We think the development of a scorecard would be a very meaningful way to communicate
important infrastructure status and progress.

Seeing the flood control project work so well reminds us that 42 years ago an endeavor like this
one – long term thinking about our City – set us down a path that has required decades of work
and millions of dollars.
Put a pencil to the impact on Frederick today - considering real estate tax revenues, our wage
base, sales tax receipts – and one can see that the investment in Carroll Creek has paid off well!
With a positive legacy like that, it inspires us that now is the time for some new big thinking
about Frederick!
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